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Abstract— We address the challenge of computing search
paths in real-time for subsea applications where the goal is
to locate an unknown number of targets on the seafloor. Our
approach maximizes a formal definition of search effective-
ness given finite search effort. We account for false positive
measurements and variation in the performance of the search
sensor due to geographic variation of the seafloor. We compare
near-optimal search paths that can be computed in real-time
with optimal search paths for which real-time computation
is infeasible. We show how sonar data acquired for locating
targets at a specific location can also be used to characterize the
performance of the search sonar at that location. Our approach
is illustrated with numerical experiments where search paths
are planned using sonar data previously acquired from Boston
Harbor.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses algorithms for real-time computation
of robotic search paths for subsea applications. The goal is
to find an unknown number of stationary targets distributed
in a bounded area in finite time and/or finite distance. Our
contributions in this paper build upon prior work reported
in [1], [2] in which we developed decision-theoretic cost
functions that can be used to evaluate candidate search paths.
We assume herein, as we did in prior work, that the search
sensor produces false positive measurements of targets that
do not exist, and that the performance of the sensor is
affected by spatial variation of the environment. That is, in
some locations, the search sensor performs better or worse
than in other locations.
We assume that the search sensor has the typical character-
istics of a side-scan sonar, which is often used for imaging
the seafloor. Specifically, the system studied in this work
performs synthetic aperture sonar processing which requires
the vehicle to travel in straight lines. This motion enables the
vehicle to perform signal processing that greatly improves the
quality of the collected data; perturbations in the straight-line
motion of the vehicle significantly distort the resulting image
[3]–[5]). Thus, a search path should be a set of straight lines
and the number of turns should be small. Performance of the
search sensor at a location is dependent on the environment
(e.g., seafloor characteristics) at the location, and our path
planning approach accounts for a probabilistic description of
the environment. The local environment, relative to sensor
performance, can be inferred from sensor data. Thus a
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search mission can be adjusted in real-time to account for
information about the environment that is acquired during a
search mission. We present preliminary results on estimating
sensor performance, and we illustrate our approach using
a real data set abstracted from measurements made by an
autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) in the Boston Harbor.
While the approach presented in this work is applied to an
AUV that performs synthetic aperture sonar processing, the
work may also be relevant to other unmanned systems (e.g.
aircraft that perform synthetic aperture radar processing [6]).
In previous work [2], we show a rigorous way of comput-
ing the optimal search paths by deriving a decision-theoretic
cost function that is associated with the accuracy of our
estimate of the number of targets in the search environment.
The work herein extends our search theory results reported
in [2] by proposing a new cost function and a fast, near-
optimal, planning algorithm to allow scalability of the search
problem to larger areas.
Search theory has its roots in numerous civilian and
military applications. The goal is either to maximize the
probability of detecting the target or to minimize the ex-
pected time until a decision about the presence or absence
of the target is made [7]. In a realistic search problem, there
are certain limitations on successfully locating the target such
as imperfect sensor measurements or uncertain knowledge
of the search environment and its affect on sensor perfor-
mance. Noisy sensor measurements often include missed
detections, i.e. failing to detect a target that is present, and
false alarms, i.e. detection of a target that is not present.
Local environmental conditions may also affect the number
of false alarms and missed detections the sensor observes.
Although there is an extensive literature on search theory
(see e.g., [8], [9]), the issue of false alarms is seldom
addressed. Exceptions include [10] and [11], but uncertainty
in environmental conditions is not accounted for in these
studies. We build upon prior work by accounting for false
alarms, missed detections and uncertainty in the environment.
The problem of computing search paths through an un-
certain environment has been shown to be NP-Hard [12].
Given the challenge of such a problem, related work in non-
myopic planning for fielded systems has either yielded poor
computational performance [12], limitations to paths that are
pre-planned [13], or employed sampling-based approaches
to generate approximate solutions [14]. In this paper, to
address the problem complexity, we focus on abstracting the
problem in such a way that the real-time performance for a
non-myopic planner is tractable thereby enabling real-time
performance on-board an AUV.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
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Section II, we formulate the search problem and describe
our proposed cost function to minimize the risk of incorrectly
estimating the number of targets. In Section III, we present an
exact-solution method and propose an approximate-solution
method for planning on-line search paths. Section IV de-
scribes the data processing technique that was used for
abstraction and mapping of the real data set, and Section V
provides numerical results.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Preliminaries
We are given a search grid S = {s1, s2, . . . , sK} ⊂ R2
that consists of K = nrnc disjoint cells where nr is the
number of rows and nc is the number of columns in S ,
and a distance constraint H of the mission. We associate
with each cell random variables X and E that represent the
number of targets and the environmental conditions in the
cell, respectively. We presume Xi is independent of Xj and
Ei is independent of Ej when i 6= j. The searcher’s objective
is to estimate X1, . . . , XK . We assume that the search
sensor’s performance is dependent on the environment, and
we assume that the environment in each cell is from a finite
set of possible environments e = {b1, b2, . . . , bm}. That is,
for all si ∈ S, the environment is ei ∈ e. We presume
that the actual environmental condition in each cell is not
known, but that a probability distribution is known for each
cell. The environment probability distribution for each cell
si ∈ S is expressed Πi = [p1(i), p2(i), . . . , pm(i)] where
pj(i) = P (Ei = bj) is the probability that the environment
in cell si is bj .
When the search vehicle visits a location, it acquires the
noisy observation z ∈ Z of the number of targets and y ∈
Y of the environmental conditions at that location. We use
Bayesian update law to update our belief on the number of
targets, P (X), and the environmental conditions, P (E), after
acquiring z and y measurements. We model the likelihood
of observing z targets when x is the true number of targets
and bj ∈ e is the true environment
P
(
z | x, bj
)
=
min(x,z)∑
k=0
(
x
k
)
Dkj (1−Dj)x−k(1− αj)αz−kj
(1)
where 0 < αj ≤ 1 denote the probability of one or more
false alarms and 0 < Dj ≤ 1 the probability of detection.
Both αj and Dj are assumed to vary as functions of the
environment type bj . We refer the reader to [2] for more
details on the observation model in (1).
After acquiring the measurements z and y, we apply
Bayes’ rule to update our belief on the number of targets
and on the environmental conditions.
P
(
x | z, bj
) ∝ P (z | x, bj) P (x | bj) (2)
P
(
bj | y
) ∝ P (y | bj) P (bj) (3)
where P
(
z | x, bj
)
is the observation model in (1), and P
(
y |
bj
)
is the likelihood of observing the environment y ∈ Y
given true environment bj . We assume that the probability
of observing a particular environment is known before the
mission starts and does not change. Insight on the sensor
model for environment characterization arises from research
on subsea bottom-type characterization, such as in [15]. We
then compute the posterior belief on the number of targets
unconditioned on the environment.
P
(
x | z, y) = m∑
j=1
P
(
x | z, bj
)
P
(
bj | y
)
(4)
B. Value of Searching a Location
After the vehicle visits a location, we compute an estimate,
denoted δ(z), of the number of targets x at that location,
based on the observation z. When δ(z) is greater than x,
we overestimate the number of targets, i.e. we declare more
than the actual number of targets are present. When δ(z)
is less than x, we underestimate the number of targets, i.e.
we fail to declare some of the targets that are present. Both
overestimation and underestimation may degrade the utility
of the search results. Within a decision-theoretic framework,
we define a linear loss function to penalize deviations from
the true number of targets. Given the measured data z, we
define the loss corresponding to the estimate δ(z) when x is
the true number of targets
L
(
x, δ(z)
)
= ci
∣∣x− δ(z)∣∣ for i ∈ {1, 2} (5)
where c1 > 0 and c2 > 0 are relative costs of underestimat-
ing (δ(z) < x) and overestimating (δ(z) ≥ x) the number of
targets. For some subsea search applications, such as mine-
hunting, overestimating the number of targets is preferred
to underestimation. In our prior work we assess the utility
of defining an estimate of the number of targets, while in
this work we assess its loss since minimizing a risk value
associated with incorrect estimation of the number of targets
may be better suited for a practical application.
The posterior expected loss of computing the estimate δ(z)
when the environment is bj is
E
[
L
(
x, δ(z)
) | z, bj] = ∑
x∈X
P
(
x | z, bj
)
L
(
x, δ(z)
)
(6)
where the expectation is taken over the parameter space X
with respect to the posterior distribution P (x | z, bj). The
estimator δ? is called Bayes estimator when it minimizes the
expected loss in (6).
δ?(z) = arg min
δ(z)
E
[
L
(
x, δ(z)
) | bj] (7)
Expected loss in (6) is called Bayes’ risk when δ(z) is the
Bayes estimator in (7). For notational convenience and the
clarity of the presentation, we denote
ρ =
m∑
j=1
P
(
bj
)
E
[
L
(
x, δ?
) | bj] (8)
r
(
z, bj
)
= E
[
L
(
x, δ?(z)
) | z, bj] (9)
and call (8) the current risk and (9) the anticipated risk
conditioned on search measurement z and environment bj .
Due to the uncertainty in the environment and the noise
in environment observations, anticipated risk in (9) can be
different than actual risk that considers the true environment.
We define a linear loss function that penalizes deviations
from actual search performance. Let e be the true envi-
ronment in a cell. Given the observed number of targets
z and environmental measurement y, we define the loss of
computing the estimate d(y) on the environmental conditions
W
(
e, d(y)
)
= c¯i
∣∣r(z, e)−r(z, d(y))∣∣ for i ∈ {1, 2} (10)
where r
(
z, e
)
and r
(
z, d(y)
)
are the anticipated risk condi-
tioned on the observation z when true environment is e ∈ e
and when the environment estimate is d(y), respectively.
Similar to (5), c¯1, c¯2 > 0 are the relative costs of under-
estimating (d(y)  e) and overestimating (d(y)  e) the
environmental conditions.
Given the measurements z and y, the posterior expected
loss of computing the environment estimate d(y) is
E
[
W
(
e, d(y)
) | z, y] = m∑
j=1
P
(
bj | y
)
W
(
bj , d(y)
)
(11)
An estimate of the risk associated with the incorrect estima-
tion of the number of targets after acquiring the measure-
ments z and y is
r
(
z, d?(y)
)
= E
[
L
(
x, δ?(z)
) | z, d?(y)] (12)
d?(y) = arg min
d(y)
E
[
W
(
e, d(y)
) | z, y] (13)
In order to assess the benefit of searching a location, we
compute the expected loss in (12) for every possible set of
observations z ∈ Z and y ∈ Y . Let the anticipated risk for
visiting a cell be defined as
r(Z, Y ) =
∑
z
∑
y
P
(
z, y
)
E
[
L
(
x, δ?(z)
) | z, d?(y)] (14)
where
P
(
z, y
)
=
∑
x
∑
bj
P
(
x | z, bj
)
P
(
y | bj
)
P
(
x
)
P
(
bj
)
(15)
Further, we define the benefit of searching a location as
the risk reduction we expect to achieve before seeing the
measurements z and y. That is, the value of searching cell i
is the difference between the current risk and the anticipated
risk for that cell
B(i) = ρi − ri(Z, Y ) (16)
C. Planning Survey Routes to Maximize Expected Risk Re-
duction
We cast the problem of finding the optimal search path
as a search over all feasible paths from the initial location
of the search vehicle that satisfy the distance constraint
of the mission. Let H be the distance constraint of the
mission, Hγ be the distance required to traverse the path
γ, and B(i) in (16) be the value of searching cell i. A path
is then described by an ordering of cells to be inspected,
γ : [i, i + 1, . . . , i + h], such that the distance required to
traverse the path Hγ is less than the mission constraint H.
The search problem is defined,
Definition 1: Given the maximum distance the vehicle can
traverse, the value of searching each cell, and a set of feasible
paths γ ∈ Γ, find the path γ? such that
γ? = argmax
γ∈Γ
(∑
i∈γ
B(i)
)
(17)
subject to
Hγ ≤ H (18)
We do not allow multiple visits to the same cell. However, re-
planning the optimal path after acquiring new observations
allows us to visit the same cell more than once if doing
so would be beneficial. A future goal of our research is
to incorporate multiple visits to the same cell within our
computational framework.
III. ON-LINE PLANNING FOR REAL-TIME SEARCH
Planning survey missions for AUVs in real environments
requires both the consideration of the areas to be searched as
well as the constraints imposed on the vehicle to acquire the
data. In this work we have to contend with the constraint of
acquiring acoustic data that must be spatially and temporally
correlated. To execute the search sufficiently the vehicle is
required to perform straight-line paths through the search
region. Therefore, we constrain the vehicle to only visit
cells within a single row until the row itself has been fully
explored. Once the AUV has reached the end of a row, the
sensor is disabled for a short period of time while it traverses
to another row to perform another line measurement (see
Fig. 3).
Given this constraint, the planning problem becomes a
search over the cells that can be measured within a finite
time/distance horizon H. While the planner could consider
the value of each cell independently, as the size of the search
area increases, so does the complexity of the search.
A. Exact Branch-and-Bound Algorithm
We first apply an exact branch-and-bound algorithm with
a best-first search method to compute the optimal search
path. While this method yields the maximum expected risk
reduction we can achieve, it is computationally less efficient
compared to the approximate solution.
Branch-and-bound algorithms are commonly used to solve
large state-space search problems [16]. They repeatedly
partition the problem into subproblems, which is called
branching, and compute a lower and an upper bound on
these subproblems, which is called bounding. Subproblems
that will not lead to the optimal solution are pruned. This
reduces the computational complexity of the problem com-
pared to brute-force search where all candidate solutions are
enumerated prior to the search and the value of each of these
candidate solutions are computed. To select the subproblems
for branching in a systematic manner, we use a best-first
search method where the most promising nodes, the nodes
that have the largest upper bounds, are expanded first. The
search is performed until the search space is fully explored,
yielding the optimal solution γ∗.
1) Lower Bound: The lower bound used in the exact
solution is calculated by summing the benefit of searching a
location (Eq.16) over a lawn-mover path, a path that consists
of parallel linear tracks until the mission length is met. Since
this path belongs to the set of feasible paths Γ, the optimal
solution is guaranteed to yield an expected risk reduction
greater than or equal to the value of this path. This value is
calculated once at the start of the search in O(K) time where
K is the number of cells. When the value of expanded nodes
of a candidate path exceeds this lower bound, we update the
lower bound to be the value of this candidate path.
2) Upper Bound: To compute the upper bound for the
maximum expected risk reduction on a given path, the
maximum expected risk reduction in a cell throughout the
search area is multiplied by the number of cells the vehicle
can visit without exceeding the mission length. That is,
UB =
(
argmax
si∈S
B(i)
)H (19)
As the search is expanded, the upper bound is re-computed
by subtracting the maximum risk reduction in a cell from
the value UB and adding the risk reduction associated with
the newly added cell. The initial upper bound computation
takes O(K) time while updates are done in O(1). While
these bounds may not prune the search tree as effectively as
tighter bounds, they take significantly less time to compute.
B. Approximate Algorithm
A exhaustive search over each permutation of all feasible
paths within the time horizon would in a worst case be
O(K!). To address this we re-formulate the planning prob-
lem as a search over a graph where the vertices of the graph
vi ∈ V correspond to horizontal rows over the search area
S, and the edges ij ∈ E are the distance required to travel
between rows. We can then define the search problem over
this graph as follows:
Definition 2: Given
• An undirected symmetric graph G = (V, E),
• A maximum tour length of H,
• A reward, Ri associated with each vertex vi ∈ V , and
• A cost, ci,j associated with each edge i,j ∈ E ,
compute an ordered open tour T ∗ = {v1, v2, ..., vh} that
visits a subset of vertices v ⊆ V such that
vi 6= vj for i, j ∈ {1, ..., h}, i 6= j, (20)
v1 ∈ T ∗, (21)
h−1∑
i=1
ci,i+1 ≤ H, (22)
h∑
i=1
Ri is maximized. (23)
This problem definition follows that of the Selective Trav-
eling Salesman Problem or Orienteering Problem which is
a special case of the Traveling Salesman Problem and has
been heavily studied in the literature (see [17], [18] for a
comprehensive survey). In this work the reward is a function
of the sum of the expected risk reduction across the entire
row a survey would take place in. Therefore, the reward for
a given node is defined as:
Ri =
inc∑
j=(i−1)nc+1
B(j) i ≤ nr (24)
where nr and nc are the number of rows and the number of
columns in the search grid S.
Following the upper bound on the optimal solution defined
in [19] we make a slight modification such that the tour is
not constrained to ending at specific node. While the 0-1
knapsack problem is NP-Hard, only a valid upper bound
is required in order to bound the Orienteering Problem.
Following the approach in [20], upper bounds are computed
by searching for a terminal vertex in a sorted array of
weighted vertices. That is, given a sorted array of non-
increasing values of the reward per unit weight:
Rj/wj ≥ Rj+1/wj+1 for j = 1, . . . , nr − 1 (25)
where wj = mini6=j(ci,j) for j = 1, . . . , n. The upper bound
on the reward can be computed by finding the maximum
reward that can be obtained without exceeding the budget
H. Since this is a summation over the sorted array the upper
bound has a complexity of O(nr). Further detail on how to
tighten the bounds can be found in [20].
Using these upper bounds, solutions for the planning
problem are found by implementing a depth-first branch-and-
bound (DFBnB) solver [21] where each node in the search
tree corresponds to performing different survey lines. The
branching of the tree is ordered such that nodes associated
with higher reward per weight (Eq. 25) are evaluated first.
To prune the search based off of the maximum possible
reward at each node, the upper bound previously described
is employed [19]. This bound can be re-computed during
each iteration in O(nr). Furthermore, each time a new tour
is discovered that yields a higher reward, the ordering of the
tour is optimized via 2-opt [22] in order to ensure the lowest
cost tour for the highest reward is being produced. Instead
of performing the search exhaustively, after a large number
of iterations, β, the search is terminated.
IV. MINE COUNTERMEASURES PERFORMANCE MAPPING
While there are many environmental factors affecting per-
formance, we have developed an abstraction of the acoustic
data collected with the sonar based on some of these param-
eters. We illustrate a representative example in Fig. 1-a., and
have developed a notional mapping between this abstraction
and relevant mine countermeasures (MCM) performance
metrics. The mapping is employed to define segmented
regions of the ocean floor within which the expected mine-
hunting performance may be estimated in real-time as a
vehicle executes its mission. In the following analysis, the
mapping is defined by three segments characterizing the
environment as difficult, moderate, or easy for MCM, as in
Fig. 1-b to 1-d. In this section, we describe the processing
approach through which the abstraction and mappings are
derived and apply the technique to data collected at-sea with
a representative side-look bottom-mapping active sonar in
an exercise conducted in the approaches to Boston Harbor
during 2015.
At the beginning of the exercise, an AUV was programmed
to execute linear tracks comprising a lawnmower search
mission over an area of the seafloor, M×N non-dimensional
(grid) units in area. As the vehicle progressed through each
line, the active sonar aboard the AUV transmitted acoustic
energy primarily in the broadside direction, orthogonal to
the flight-path of the vehicle, and collected acoustic returns
on a planar receive array. The element-level active acoustic
data are first pre-processed through farfield beamforming
[23] and matched filtering [24], using techniques employed
ubiquitously in modern day sonar systems. In the analysis
considered here, only the broadside monostatic return angle
is retained, although it is straightforward to extend these
techniques to other steering angles as well. For each line-
run, the pre-processing results in a two-dimensional grid of
(unipolar) acoustic return magnitudes, ηmn, as a function
of down-range position index, m, and cross-range position
index, n, with respect to the flight path of the sonar; in
the absence of background ambient noise, these data are
proportional to the backscattered acoustic energy of patches
on the seafloor under observation and will be referred to as
such in the remainder of this section.
For each line run, the beamformed and matched fil-
tered acoustic data are abstracted as follows. First, a two-
dimensional median filter is employed to down-sample the
high resolution acoustic data to length scales relevant to
performance estimation. All spatial scales in this manuscript
are described in non-dimensional units as the planning al-
gorithms are generally applicable regardless of length-scale.
After applying the median filter, for each down-range bin
in the grid we compute the mean target strength over all
cross-range bins over the course of an entire line run.
This results in an estimate of the acoustic energy as a
function of down-range position. Generally, this quantity
was observed to be relatively stationary across all lines
collected. After subtracting the background mean at each
cross-range bin, ηˆmn = ηmn − µm, we normalize by the
standard deviation as a function of cross-range position
index, Φmn = ηˆ/σˆmn. This whitening procedure results in
an environmental performance map, Φmn. A representative
example for data collected during a Boston 2015 exercise is
presented in Fig. 1-a for all lines prosecuted; we have fused
the grids in regions where the lines overlap. The color-scale
of this figure represents the number of standard deviations the
background environment scattering strength deviates from
the mean. We posit that such maps are correlated with
relevant MCM performance metrics, the details of which
are beyond the scope of the present investigation. We have
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 1: Abstraction and mapping of acoustic data collected with an
autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) to quantify mine counter-
measures (MCM) performance.(a) shows the environmental charac-
terization map. (b-d) shows the prior probability of the respective
class belonging to each cell
segmented the environmental map into regions defined as
difficult (Fig. 1-b.), moderate (Fig. 1-c.), and easy (Fig. 1-
d.) for MCM based upon the deviations of the background
of Φmn > 2, Φmn < −.5, and −.5 ≤ Φmn ≤ 2 respectively.
These maps are employed in planning and performance
optimization described in the remaining sections of this
manuscript. We note that the data processing described in
this section has been specifically configured with the goal of
real-time implementation on-board an AUV.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we numerically investigate the performance
of the exact algorithm proposed in Section III-A and the
approximate algorithm proposed in Section III-B. First, the
two approaches are compared in terms of overall search
performance (i.e., achieved risk reduction) and computation
time, over a small, notional, search area (Fig. 2). Then, the
performance of the approximate algorithm is demonstrated
(in simulation) over a larger, more realistic environment
(Fig. 1).
In this study we assume that there are three candidate
environments e = {b1, b2, b3}. The probability of detection,
D, and the probability of at least one false alarm, α, for
each environment is D = 0.65 and α = 0.4, respectively,
for environment b1. Similarly, D = 0.8 and α = 0.3 for
environment b2, and D = 0.95 and α = 0.05 for environment
b3. Note that the information about the number of targets
revealed after visiting a cell increases with increasing proba-
bility of detection and decreases with increasing probability
of false alarm. Thus, environment b1 is the least informative
and environment b3 is the most informative. We consider that
the sensor model for environment characterization is
aij = P
(
E = bj | Y = bj
)
for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} (26)
where aii is the probability of observing the true environment
when the environment is bi. We use the sensor model with
a11 = 0.82, a22 = 0.84, a33 = 0.88 and aij = aik for
j, k 6= i.
A. Comparisons of Exact and Approximate Solutions
The Monte Carlo based comparison between the exact and
approximate algorithms was conducted over a 15-by-15 cell
search area with known cell-wise environment distributions
as shown in Fig. 2. The search area is divided into 6
parts: A1 through A6. For each part, the corresponding
probability distribution Π = [p1, p2, p3] is given, where pj
is the probability that the environment is bj . For example,
for the cells labeled as A1, there is a 0.95 probability
that the environment is b1 and a 0.05 probability that the
environment is b2. On the other hand, for the cells labeled
as A5, there is a 0.9 probability that the environment is b3
and a 0.1 probability that the environment is b2. For each of
A1→ [0.95, 0.05, 0.00]
A2→ [0.85, 0.10, 0.05]
A3→ [0.10, 0.10, 0.80]
A4→ [0.30, 0.40, 0.30]
A5→ [0.00, 0.10, 0.90]
A6→ [0.10, 0.65, 0.25]
Fig. 2: Search area and cell-wise environment distributions
the probability distributions in Fig. 2, the value of searching
the corresponding cell (Eq. 16) is different. Lighter colored
cells (e.g. cells contained in A5 and A3) are expected to
yield greater risk reduction since there is higher probability
that the environment in these cells is environment type b3.
Thus, these cells are preferred for search1
Based on this environmental distribution a total of 500
synthetic environments (or “scenes”) were generated for a
particular mission length. For each scene, a corresponding set
of deterministic measurements were generated based on the
prior belief on the number of targets and the environmental
conditions. Multiple measurements were simulated at each
cell location to account for cases in which the same cell
is visited multiple times. The mission length (in terms of
number of cells) was varied in increments of 10 from 50 to
110. The scene, deterministic measurements, and a specified
mission length were then passed to both solvers (correspond-
ing to the exact and approximate algorithms) consecutively.
At each iteration the respective solvers recorded the se-
quences of planned paths, the computation time (for the re-
planning step), and the search performance. The algorithms
were implemented in C++ using the Armadillo linear algebra
library [25] on a 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04 operation system.
All computations described in this paper were executed on
an Intel Xeon E5-1650V3 processor with a processor base
frequency of 3.5 GHz and 32 GB of RAM.
The results of the Monte Carlo simulation are shown in
Fig. 4. As expected, the search performance and computation
time increased with mission length for both algorithms.
We found that, in general, the approximate algorithm had
comparable search performance to the exact algorithm with
a substantially lower computation time. The difference in
computation time is particularly pronounced as the mission
length increases (e.g., for a mission length of 100 cells the
difference is about two orders of magnitude). The approx-
imate algorithm is further evaluated using a more realistic
environment as described in the following section. We note
that in Fig. 4, achieved risk reduction after a mission is
normalized with the risk prior to acquiring any measurement.
That is, let γj be the path the vehicle traverses at the jth run,
the averaged normalized achieved risk reduction B¯avg is
B¯avg =
1
|MC|
|MC|∑
j=1
(∑
i∈γj B(i)∑
i∈S ρi
)
(27)
where |MC| is the number of Monte Carlo iterations. Thus,
Fig. 4 gives the percentage of the achieved risk reduction
over a long run (e.g., on average, both approaches yield
above 20% risk reduction throughout the search area).
Fig. 3 shows the search paths for both algorithms for a
mission length of 50 (Fig. 3a-b) and for a mission length
1We note that the search area in Fig. 2. is selected to illustrate that
the performance when using the approximate method can be suboptimal.
Choosing a random search area is likely to reduce the difference between the
performance of the exact method and the performance of the approximate
method. For example, rotating this search area 90◦ would result in less
deviation from the optimal performance
(a) B¯avg = 12% (b) B¯avg = 7% (c) B¯avg = 23% (d) B¯avg = 21%
Fig. 3: Search paths for a) exact-solution method b) approximate solution method when mission length is 50 and c) exact-solution method
d) approximate solution method when mission length is 100. For each path, corresponding averaged normalized risk reduction (see Fig. 4)
is also shown
of 100 (Fig. 3c-d). For each path, the averaged normalized
achieved risk reduction (Eq. 27) associated with the corre-
sponding mission length is also presented. The path traversed
by the vehicle is represented by the red line. The results show
that while the exact method yields the optimal search path,
the approximate method results in a near-optimal search path.
For both methods, the vehicle skips the parts of the search
area where expected risk reduction is relatively small. We
note that since the approximate method considers each row
as a vertex, it does not start a row if it will not finish it.
Thus, when using the approximate method, search may stop
Fig. 4: Comparison of average computation time (top) and aver-
age normalized search performance (bottom) between exact and
approximate algorithms based on Monte Carlo simulation. Error
bars indicate one standard deviation.
before the mission length is met.
B. On-line Planning
Using the environmental characterization map from the
Boston Harbor discussed in Section IV, the approximate
algorithm was used to generate search paths over the search
area in a simulated re-planning framework. This re-planning
framework has four steps: (i) Plan search path over search
area to maximize the reduction in risk, (ii) survey first leg of
the mission, (iii) update cells with collected measurements,
and (iv) return to (i). The process is repeated until the planner
is no longer able to generate search paths due to insufficient
planning length (the planning budget is updated each plan-
ning cycle to maintain the overall mission length). The sensor
model used and method of simulating measurements follows
that of Section V-A. Additionally we set β = 1, 000, 000
in order to provide a feasible branching factor that would
achieve runtime performance on-board an AUV.
The search area is consisted of 51 rows and 65 columns; a
total number of 3315 cells. Each cell is 25m by 25m. Figure
5 shows the final executed trajectory for a mission length
of 1500 cells. The mission consisted of measuring 22 rows
while re-planing after measuring each row. It can be seen that
the plan covers a large portion of the easy environment type
at the start location (bottom-left corner) and eventually skips
a large portion of the map to inspect another large swath of
easy environment type. 2 The worst-case computation time
(initial plan) took approximately 0.6s, and the final nominal
search performance was 23%.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we address the problem of finding an
unknown number of stationary targets within a bounded
search area within bounded time. We develop an exact and
an approximate algorithm for computing time-constrained
search paths over the search area. Comparing both the
exact and approximate algorithms, we show a near-optimal
2We note that since the search mission is performed within limited time,
searching a portion of the map with the difficult environment type would
result in reducing less risk compared to skipping that portion and performing
search on easy locations
Fig. 5: Representative planning solution for the approximate method over the large-scale environmental map (51× 65 cells) which yields
a nominal search performance of 23%
reduction in risk is achieved when using the approximate
algorithm which has a runtime suitable for use on-board a
fielded AUV.
The algorithms in this work open up additional research
avenues which include improving the computational com-
plexity or solution quality of the approximate algorithm. This
can be done by employing tighter lower and upper bounds
on estimated mission performance as well as implementing
probabilistic sampling strategies for searching the set of
feasible paths. Additional performance increases can also be
obtained by considering the remaining search budget in cases
where the whole-row approximation does not exhaust the
overall budget. Furthermore, considering multiple visits to
single cells or correlation between cells during the planning
process are also potential areas of investigation.
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